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Who is Gido Amagakure? It’s a mystery! 
https://mangadex.org/author/88cac4d0-8e24-4fc4-af98-

fb66d5b94cd2/amagakure-gido

https://mangadex.org/author/88cac4d0-8e24-4fc4-af98-fb66d5b94cd2/amagakure-gido
https://mangadex.org/author/88cac4d0-8e24-4fc4-af98-fb66d5b94cd2/amagakure-gido






“Sweetness and Lightning” was a serialized story 

published in Japan’s Kodansha's seinen manga

magazine Good! Afternoon from March 2013 to 

August 2018.

 It’s chapters were collected into twelve tankōbon

volumes.

 https://comics.inkr.com/title/434-sweetness-and-

lightning/chapters

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kodansha
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seinen_manga
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Good!_Afternoon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tank%C5%8Dbon


 MAIN CHARACTERS

 Kōhei Inuzuka (犬塚公平, Inuzuka Kōhei)

 A high-school mathematics teacher and the single father of Tsumugi
whose wife died due to an unknown illness half a year before the 
start of the story.

 Tsumugi Inuzuka (犬塚つむぎ, Inuzuka Tsumugi)

 Kohei’s kindergarten-age daughter who is a fan of the fictional series 
Magi-Girl (マジガル). 

 Kotori Iida (飯田小鳥, Iida Kotori)

 An only child of divorced parents, she and her mother Megumi run a 
restaurant near Kohei’s home, although she can not cook and is 
afraid of knives after an incident in which she cut her fingers. When 
Megumi has to accept work as a TV celebrity chef, Kotori is often left 
alone with the restaurant. Kotori is in one of Kohei’s classes.

 PLOT: 

 Kohei searches for a good meal for him and his daughter, and 
chances upon Kotor’s restaurant. In need of good meals for his 
daughter and with little practical knowledge of cooking, Kohei 
begins meeting up regularly at Koroti’s restaurant to practice 
preparing home cooked meals for them to enjoy. Kotori enjoys 
sharing ideas and gets along really well with Tsumugi, whom she 
treats like a younger sibling. 
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